
Track Title Abstract Pre Requisites Duration

Alma Track 1 What are Cloud Apps and how to use them in Alma

Cloud Apps are created by both the  Ex Libris user community as well as by 
Ex Libris staff. You can also easily search, activate and launch Cloud Apps 
directly from within products such as Alma, Primo VE, Esploro, Leganto and 
Rapido.  During this session we will see how to activate and use the Cloud 
Apps in general, and look at specific examples of how Cloud Apps can 
improve the library workflow.

None 90 min

Alma Track 1 Using and Configuring the Alma General Publishing Profile

The Alma General Publishing Profile allows the institution to publish 
bibliographic and authority records to third-party systems. Alma publishing 
includes several features:
   -  Incrementally published data through files or OAI-PMH (Open Archives 
Initiative Protocol for Metadata Harvesting).
    - Optionally enriching the data with non-bibliographic record data (such 
as inventory-related data).
   -  Normalization (reformatting) of the published data.
   -  Notification about inventory deletion.
During this session we will look at these options and publish records using 
the different options.

None 90 min

Alma Track 1 New and Improved Alma Overlap Analysis Tool

Come join us in this webinar to learn how your institution can achieve 
better electronic collection development analysis using the new & 
improved Overlap Analysis Tool. This webinar will include a live demo of 
the new interface and functionality supporting use cases such as:

1. Institution wants to acquire a new collection, but before doing so will 
like to check the overlap between the collection and the existing content in 
the library.

2. Institution is considering canceling a collection, before doing so will like 
to check the overlap between the collection and the existing content in the 
library.  

None 90 min

Alma Track 1 P and E Overlap analysis and deselection tools with Alma Analytics

More and more institutions are looking for extra space in their libraries for 
additional activities. Alma Analytics can help you with deselection 
(weeding). Learn how to run reports to find titles that are available in both 
physical and electronic formats, and how to see which physical items have 
multiple copies with low or no loan history.

None 90 min
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